DESCRIPTION
Our 12-BP-POC 12 Gauge Barricade Penetrator Round is designed to be fired through windows or thin skinned doors and releases a cloud of OC “Pepper” irritant powder on impact. The projectile is finned to provide accuracy out to 20 meters. Upon impact with the window, the nose section of the projectile breaks away, allowing the projectile to release its irritant agent as it enters the room or vehicle. This round can be very effective in disabling subjects who have locked themselves in vehicles or barricaded themselves in rooms.

Our 12 gauge rounds are loaded in high quality transparent shell casings to allow viewing of the shell contents. For best results they should be fired from standard improved cylinder bore 12 gauge barrels.

SPECIFICATIONS
Type: Projectile, Barricade Penetrating
Caliber: 12 Gauge
Projectile: Fin Stabilized Barricade Penetrator
Projectile Size: 18 mm Dia., 48 mm L
Discharge: Dry Powder
Discharge Time: Instantaneous on Impact
Active Agent: OC “Pepper” Powder
Net Irritant Agent: 1.25 grams
Length Overall: 64 mm
Shell Case: Clear Plastic / Brass
Overall Weight: 15 grams
Effective Range: 20 meters
Launched With: 12 Gauge Shotgun

SHIPPING INFORMATION
UN Number: UN 0301
Shipping Name: Ammunition, Tear-Producing
Hazard Class: 1.4G (6.1, 8)
Inner Package: 5 Cartridges Per Box, in Sealed Bag
Outer Package: 250 Cartridges (in 50 Boxes of 5)
Packaging: Fiberboard Box, 4G UN/DoT Approved

WARNING
Do not fire directly at personnel or serious injury or death may occur